Henry G. Gennert and Miss Dorothy Henkle Co-operate In Directing "The Second Mrs. Tanqueray"

Henry G. Gennert, Jr., the well-known New York theatrical producer is co-operating with Miss Dorothy L. Henkle of New London in the directing of Misses' The Second Mrs. Tanqueray which the Wig and Candle, the Connecticut College dramatic club, will present as its spring play Saturday evening, May 18. Miss Henkle has general charge of the production and Mr. Gennert is making several special trips to New London as guest director.

Mr. Gennert was connected with the production of the very successful long-run plays质量问题 and After-School. He is now contracted with the Radio Keith Orpheum, which stages Shakespeare productions, and with the Capital Theatre Tournament, for which theater companies from all over the world come to New York. Mr. Gennert is also assistant to the general stage director for Prohm.

Miss Henkle, who was graduated from Connecticut College in the class of 1921, showed outstanding dramatic talent in campus plays, and has since had a great deal of experience in acting and coaching plays in this country. While at the Sorbonne in Paris a few years ago, she studied diction and coaching plays in this country. "While at the Sorbonne in Paris she studied diction and coaching plays in this country."

For the spring play, the Wig and Candle has contracted not only an excellent director, but also new facilities for scenery and lighting. Two cycloramas have been purchased, one to be used to represent any indoor scene, and the other to show any outdoor scene. The stage is planned for a helpful play of lights, varied and unusual effects and costumes from the cycloramas. This type of apparatus is installed in the leading professional theaters of Europe and this country. The cycloramas for indoor sets will be employed for The Second Mrs. Tanqueray. Under the direction of Mr. Gennert and Miss Henkle, the scenery committee will probably also experiment with the use of curtains, unusual lighting effects, etc., for some of the scenes.

Freshmen Busy With Pageant

Class of '32 Acting Mysteriously

What's the matter with the Freshmen Class? Never in their short collegiate career has such a very, very slow pace been known from every countenance—Why it's Paganism, of course, and, equality of course the laggard of secretaries. You can't say a single word to any of them about it; for they will go scurrying away in very much of a hurry with something blue under one arm and in knickers at the other. Oh, it's mystery. And everyone of course the rocks manfully from toe to tip and emits (Continued on page 2, column 2).

New York Producer to Help Coach Spring Play

Ruth Barry "30, has been selected to represent C. C. in New York at Junior month.

JUNIOR PROM ISSUE

JUNIOR PROM ISSUE

SPECIAL PROM SONG

Featured by the Misses Vo, Bocle, and Do In Their Headline Prom Kickstarter Act

POEMS

It’s the busiest season.
With reason for being
The busiest season.
The telephone’s busy
With is he or isn’t he.
The doorbell is dizzy
With is he or isn’t he.
And everyone’s buzzing
And buzzing and humming
And hearing the seventh
Who cares about prom anyway?

Ruth Barry '30, has been selected to represent C. C. in New York at Junior month.
DEAR DAISY

Dear Daisy,

To say that some big whopping
in coming our way and do we
is on the hilltop. Juniors are
developing gray hairs and wrinkled
and the very sight of
generous handful of talents among
of Junior masquerade in a
number of terrific states of
One far-seenfamiliar member of the
class who is ready revealed
the peace of mind of future Junior class-
es, and the mere hint that they
be, to say the least. Men are as strong as A's in the Eng-
lish language. Their alliteration
count the campus lamp-lights. They write boastfully, from their collegiate
institutions, the most unassuming as being
car Clara Bow on a visit to Princeton then the
witty platitudes—Damn
and say, to seem to surpass C. C. synomous, they just "say of write all." It is a time of year
when every even the most rational females
begin to feel a craving for creatures
masculine and man, indeed, is master of our fate—it is Junior Prom.

In Freshmen circles, the pagentry
the big idea and even those least
pugnantly inclined must walk the
straight and narrow path of events
gym-ward or along the dusty tracts
Bullewood where no white
shoe has a chance. For, from the
women who, rebellious at
the cruciality of being a Freshman in
spirit that is all the path of duty, the whole sum of
centrality is exacted in tennis
and it wears, its form of two
colony seats at the Crown—the
business of a day or a night out
—the glory lusciousness of two Fudge
Cake Specials—or if she be scholastically
inclined, the harmonic birth
screening a brand new theme tab-
lets. What Freshman exists without
enough original Scotch to prefer blire-
ters to foregoing those attractions?
And sometimes, the Scotchmen
who wore kilts because trousers give at
the knees?

Devotedly,

DAPHNE

WOWS OF WISDOM FROM OUR PRECEDESESSORS

Oh Hum!

Oh Hum! I'm blue as can be,
That's the trouble with me,
I don't have a secret, you are
good for me, you are a genius,
Has never replied?
Oh Hum!—26

FROM GIRL'S STORY

My man at Dartmouth had a quiz,
My man at Yale, on track;
My man at Penn I adored,
Heaven knows he'd lack,
My man from Brown was all too
short,
Men from Tufts, too stout;
My man from Tech was not so good,
He dancing did I doubt?

My Harvard man was too blind
From reading censored books!
Oh, Junior Prom was not for
Me.

But then a friend supplied my need,
It! And how the light
When dazed my blind arrived—
(I dare not say from where)
It was only from the window
High and sunk in dark despair.

In checkered suit, scarred-four feet
A perfect fifty-four;
I had a tooth of four gold teeth,
When I went to the door.

My indignation rose to wrath,
That friend should be paid!
Then I was in halting explained
Here.

But all things come to him who waits,
My Prom blind came quite late.

Tall, dark, poetic, Stu, who
He was a perfect date!

-AUNTY CLIMAX '27.

MOVIE GUIDE

COQUETTE (United Articles)—at
the Capitol.

Once upon a time there was a little
girl named Gladys Smith. She was
very pretty, for her father was dandified
and every day her mother had to sell
penny candy in a fish to buy
millions of shoes for known to
Jack. But Gladys was a good girl
and she helped her mother
Valentine Stock Co. offered her a
stage, and the best work of his career.

The public wept.

As a reproduction of one
COQUETTE (L"nilCd...)

CRIME OF THE WEEK:—"Oaf
Rescue,

EXCHANGES

Carrying out the popular idea
that girls are now invading every
field, three girls have been
in the class of forty people who
take freshman engineering at Ohio University.

University students at Michigan
started a rath in a theatre recently,
and the police, the president of the University,
put it. The boss was estimated at
250 and the thought that
had outworn those demonstrations
already.

FRESHMEN WRY WITH PAGANT

(Canceled from page 1, column 1)

The only practical way to
under that nobody can find out about
this is to get the most important-looking and not-to-be-there
student of your class, like Medora Scott and his Bartlett and
Tommy Stock. For they are the Crew, and they are high-slip and sing and
sing from Monday to Friday, from seven
The great secret will be revealed
in the Green Room at the six o'clock on the afternoon
of May 11.

PROPOSED LINE-UP FOR BASEBALL GAME

Catching—Small-pox,

care of the women.

1st Base—Puddle.
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tour. The famous baseball team of
Harvard, composed of four students
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Dr. S. Parkes Cadman
Speaks to Large Audience
Says Righteousness IS
Strength of Nations
"E'erlasting righteousness alone is
strength of nations..."
-Vasser Miseellany News.

Dr. S. Parkes Cadman, speaker for the
some European
one preacher of whom
reason that nations have failed has
stage, He reminded the gathering
that the whole country belongs to his
ciples for international justice which
republic lies in spreading the prin-
american Republic" given in the gym-
expe-
but now who can place any valuation
on being united. for the saner path
can be as one man for force, surely
thusiastic audience.

Mor that delighted the large and en-

"E'erlasting righteousness alone is
strength of nations..."

The whole story of the
was that two things were
too sacred to mention-Raquel Miller
and Bach.
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BISHOP ACHESON SPEAKS AT VESPERS

On Sunday, April 28th, the Right Reverend Bishop Acheson of Middle-
town, spoke at Vespers. Reading a section from the Hebrews the blessing
of the false Jacob by his dying father, Bishop Acheson took his subject from
it. He said that his real aim was to
familiarize the students with the
Scriptures, for he felt that few people
were well acquainted with them.
Bishop Acheson carried his subject
from the Hebrews the blessing
of Jacob by his dying father,
(Continued on following page)

The Bank of Cheerful Service

BISHOP ACHESON
SPEAKS AT VESPERS

On Sunday, April 28th, the Right
Reverend Bishop Acheson...
ARE YOU BANKING WITH US?
WHY NOT?

National Bank of Commerce
NEW LONDON, CONN.
Benj. A. Argue, Pres. Geo. E. Proct. Vice-Prs. Wm. W. Proctor, Sec. EARL W. MANN, Vice-Pro. Cashier

THE BEE HIVE
17 Union Street
New London.

Phone 1588

CROWN BEAUTY SHOP
11 STATE STREET
New London, Conn.

Telephone 8211

Expert Operators Hair Robbing

THE COLONIAL SHOPPE
205 State St., New London, Conn.

Restaurant and Grill

CATERING FOR ANY OCCASION

FOR A

LYCEUM TAXI
Dial New London 3000

The Fine Feather, Inc.
12 MICHIGAN STREET
Sportswear and Dressy Frocks
Knit Suit, Sweaters
GIFTS AND NOVELTIES
Phone 9259

Crocker House Barber Shop
142 STATE STREET

Specializing in Hair Cutting and Hair Dyeing

EXPERT MANICURIST

THE NEW PRINTED SILKS

UNUSUAL DESIGNS

Wool Tweeds

AND—

Boiler Effects TO COMBINE FOR Ensemble Effects

THE BEE HIVE
THE S. A. GOLDSMITH CO.
STATE STREET